JYOTI PUBLIC SCHOOL
Holiday Homework ASSIGNMENT ,(2018-19)
CLASS – VI
SUB-Maths
Q1.The money collected by a school for Chennai flood relief was Rs. 450. If total number of student is
999. Find the money collected by school.
Q2. Rani bought ticket for Kashmir for 25 students of her class costing Rs. 624 each and also spend Rs. 25
on auto –rickshaw . What was her total expenditure?
Q3. Suneeta bought 15 notebooks for Rs. 15 each and 15 eraser for Rs. 5 each and 15 sharpeners for Rs. 3
each. Find total money spend by her using suitable property .
Q4. Study the pattern and find the product
99 X 11 = 1089
999 X 11 = 10989
9999 X 11 = 109989
99999 X 11 = _ _ _ _ _ _ _
999999 X 11 = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Q5. Cost of 1 doll is Rs. 63.50. Find the cost of 87 such dolls.
Q6. What is the ratio of Rs. 6 to 60 paise?
Q7. Find the ratio of number of vowels to the numbers of consonants in the word ‘MATHEMATICS’.
Q8. Are the four numbers 2 , 3 , 60 , 75 in proportion ?
Q9. Cost of 6 cricket balls is Rs. 240. Find the cost of 20 cricket balls.
Q10. Find two number whose sum is 100 and whose ratio is 9:16 .
Q11.Cost of 4 dozen bananas is Rs. 60 . How many bananas cab be purchased for Rs. 12.50 ?
Q12. Using distributive property , Find 𝟗

×𝟔 +𝟗

× 𝟔

Q13. Find the number which divides 167 and 95 leaving 5 as remainder .
Q14. Write prime factorization of 4620 .
Q15. Find the multiples of 7 which is greater than 35 and less than 78 .

